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Abstract. In the present study, it was attempted to perform the residual stress in the aluminum sheet 
A.A5083 via hot metal forming process by gas according to the Finite Element Method. The 
existence of the residual stress in the industrial pieces results in changing the reaction of structure 
against the applied load. The understanding of the effect of residual stress on the structural behavior 
is required and the design of the sensitive pieces regardless of the residual stress can result in 
financial and fatality damages. The aim of the present study was to apply an efficient approach to 
determine the stresses caused during the forming process with the hole drilling method. Thus, the 
sheet of 5083 aluminum alloy was formed by that method in an imperfect conical mold and the 
mentioned parameters were evaluated.  At first, the section was analyzed initially and after preparing 
the mapping, it was modeled in the analysis software and its reliability was evaluated. The finite 
element analysis method of the hot metal forming process by the gas dependent on the temperature 
was evaluated. To simulate the forming process, ABAQUS/Explicit as the finite element software 
was used. At the end, the results obtained by the residual stress via the finite element method were 
compared with the results of the experimental tests of the piece. 

Introduction 
The hot metal forming process by gas blow is one of the latest methods for forming the sheet. 
Meanwhile, this method is considered as the most important super plastic forming methods. the hot 
forming by gas has been originated from super plastic forming and the hot blow forming. some of the 
advantages of this method against other forming methods are as follow: use in high temperatures, 
ability to achieve high length changes, ability to construct complicated forms made by materials, 
ability to increase the forming speed and reduce the cost of mould [1, 2].Sorgente[3] evaluated the 
possibility of reducing forming time via controlling the pressure profile in a part of pieces which was 
under the greatest strain at the end of forming process. The hot forming is a usable method in 
industry that increases the formability of aluminum and magnesium. Despite this fact, this method is 
applied for some special alloys such as aa5083 super plastic alloy with controllable features for the 
hot forming [4]. the residual stress in the industrial pieces results in changing the structure reaction 
against the applied load .thus, the recognition, determination of residual stress and evaluation of 
effect of residual stress on the structure behavior are necessary and the design of sensitive pieces 
without considering the residual stress may results in some financial and physical damages [5]. the 
pieces forming by the super plastic forming method has so many advantages. the forming by the 
super plastic forming method has so many advantages. the ability to form the pieces with 
complicated forms by a single mould and with no need to mandrel is one of them because the 
forming power is applied by gas. Some of them are: ability to form the pieces with complicated 
forms by a single mould and with no need to mandrel because the forming power is applied by gas. 
Despite that, this method has some disadvantages such as need to high temperature or power to 
ensure from complete forming of material inside the mould[6,7]. yu wu evaluated the properties of 
deformation in the thin sheet of magnesium alloy. he experimentally showed that the mean strain rate 
10-2 was available and he also reported about the uniform distribution across the piece with a 
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dramatic reduction of forming time [8].meanwhile, the material behavior before applying the super 
plastic forming is one of the main items that must be considered because the particles size should be 
fine to prevent from increasing the costs of alloying and transformation processes before the 
recrystallization [9]. The main objective of the present study was to determine the residual stress 
experimentally and numerically in an imperfect cone made by gas pressure in a temperature close to 
melting temperature of AA5083 aluminum sheet and also the distribution of sheet thickness after the 
forming process. 

The hot metal forming by gas blow 
In the hot metal forming by the gas or the fast plastic forming, the aluminum sheet is heated to the 
forming temperature (400-510ºC). The heated sheet is put between two molds (steel or ceramic) 
manufactured by the sheet itself and then it is dragged to the forming tool by the air or gas pressures 
(nitrogen or argon) in the dorsal surface of the sheet. The forming pressure in one controlled method 
is constantly increased from the ambient pressure to the ultimate pressure of forming in the range of 
17-34 bars or higher. 

During the first several seconds to the first minute, as the pressure raises, the sheet matches itself 
with the tool level. In order to begin the stretching of sheet after the first period of pressuring, the 
pressure is raised faster. With regard to the size and the complexity of forming bodies, the forming 
usually is completed in 2 to 12 minutes that is considerably faster than the super plastic forming.  

Finite element model for sheet forming 
The shell elements are the sheets in the space and they have no shear or flexural stiffness matrix. 
Thus, only the non-zero stress components in the shell are the components that are parallel with the 
middle surface of shell. The warm forming by gas includes the modeling of pieces by the 
complicated geometry. Thus, the correct and exact definition of surface in the complicated mould 
and also the high quality finite element mesh across it is required. Often, the surfaces of mould are 
irregular morphologically.  

The mechanic properties of AA5083 (based on the temperature used in simulation) were obtained 
knowing the the physical and thermal properties ofAA5083 and plotted in Fig.1  [7,10].  
 

 
Fig. 1: Diagram of AA5083 stress changes based on temperature [7] 

 
The forming sheet is defined as one deformable piece and the mould is modeled as the analytical 

rigid pieces. In the software analysis, the opening dimensions of the mould and sheet are in 
compatible with the conditions of the practical test. The circular sheet ´s diameter is 150mm. the 
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external diameter of the mould and the sheet holder is 150mm and their internal diameter is 
115mm.Meanwhile, the radius of the opening edge is 5mm. For the mould and the sheet holder, the 
Reference Point is determined to apply the mechanic and thermal boundary conditions for the 
analytical rigid components. Table 1 indicates the loading and thermal conditions. 

In order to measure the residual stress in the depth by Central Drilling Method, Strain Gauge 
installed on the lower plane was applied. Fig. 2 indicates the place of strain gauge schematically. The 
strain gauge ´s data are the average strains across the gage length. Thus, in order to extract the data in 
the Finite Element Method, the average of node ´s data in the strain gauge is applied. 
 

 
 
 

Fig.2:  Place of the central drilling in the specimens after forming 

 

Experimental test 
In order to evaluate the inductive residual stress practically in the hot forming process by gas blow, 
the Central Drilling Method was used (according to ASTM E-837-92). 

In this method, the drilling process by the hand drill was used to release the residual stresses 
caused by the hot metal forming by gas. 
 

Table 1: Warm forming conditions in the tested speciments 

 
Forming 
Temperature 
( ºC)  

Forming 
Pressure 
(bar)  

Forming 
Time (s)  

500 5 10 
 
First, the place of the hole was marked and then the place of drill was adjusted on the intended point 
by the universal tripod tool. Fig. 3 indicates the tripod tool and the drill mounted on the work 
piece(according to ASTM E-837-92). 
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Fig.3: Preparation of piece to measure the residual stress 

 

Simulation and experimental results of tested specimen 
The results extracted by ABAQUS software include the distribution of displacement and stress 
caused by the simulation of warm metal forming. Figures 4, 5 indicate the sheet ´s displacement and 
the contour of basic stresses of the sheet under the forming process respectively. 

 

 
 
 
(a)Displacement contour 

 
(b)  Displacement plot 

 

Fig.4: sheet´s displacement under the warm forming process 

  

 
Fig.5: Contour of principal stresses (Pa) 
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In the experimental test, after making the hole, the released strain was recorded for every removed 
layer (fig.6). With regard to the strains obtained by the experimental test, the residual stress in the 
piece (equations (2) - (4) in ASTM-E837-92 Standard) was computed. 

 

σmin,σmax
=
ε3 + ε1

4A�

±
�(ε3 − ε1)2 + (ε3 + ε1 − 2ε2)2

4B�
 

(2) 

 
Fig.6: Results of the released strain in the 
experimental test 
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Comparison of experimental & numerical simulation results 
Due to the innate and computational errors in the measuring methods of the residual stress (central 
drilling) and also the errors of finite element method, it isn’t possible to predict the exact value of the 
residual stress. In this section, the results of tests were evaluated and compared. In fig.7, the stress 
values obtained by the Finite Element Method and the experimental test were compared. 

 
Fig.7: Comparison of residual stress by the simulation and experimental test 

As shown in Fig.7, the maximum error in the finite element computations and the experimental 
test for the maximum stress in the work piece is 7%. In this figure, a very good conformity is seen 
between these two measuring method. Center hole drilling is measuring method the other is 
computaional. 

Hambli et al [11] studied on the optimization of pressure algorithm in sheet hot forming method 
by gas blow .They reported their numerical and experimental results about the maximum height of 
cone with the standard deviation 12%. 

The following reasons can be considered as the error source in the measuring method of residual 
stress by the central drilling. 
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1. In this method, the released strains are low that is one of the main error resources in the 
Central Drilling Method. 
2. Making the hole causes the stress concentration on the gauge. 
3.  The computations of Central Drilling Method based on the plane stress. 
4.  Error in the strain reading. 

Summary & conclusion 
In the present study, the inductive stresses in the new method of hot metal forming via the aluminum 
alloy by the gas blow was evaluated by the practical test and the finite element analysis. The finite 
element analysis of hot metal forming by gas in the Abaqus software indicates that there is a 
reasonable compatibility between the results obtained by the experimental test and the finite element 
analysis based on the conditions of experimental test. Also, the results of finite element simulation 
can be used as a reliable method for the conceivability evaluations, determination of conditions and 
effective parameters of the process.   
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